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ABSTRACT The miniaturization and application development are the expected challenges on the today 

engineering design research on bandpass (BP) type negative group delay (NGD) circuit. To overcome this 

technical limit, an innovative contribution on integrated circuit (IC) design method of BP-NGD application 

to design constant phase shifter (PS) in 130-nm BiCMOS technology is developed in the present paper.  

The BP-NGD PS microwave passive IC is topologically consisted of cascade of CLC- and RLC-resonant 

networks. After the S-matrix modelling, the synthesis design equations enabling to calculate each lumped 

component values constituting the BP-NGD PS BiCMOS are established. The design equations are 

expressed knowing the targeted specifications as phase shift and operating frequency. The BiCMOS design 

methodology including the key steps as design rule checking (DRC), layout versus schematic (LVS) and 

post-layout simulation (PLS) is described. The miniaturized BP-NGD PS design feasibility is verified with 

schematic and layout simulations with IC CMOS standard commercial software tool. A proof-of-concept 

(POC) of 130-nm BiCMOS BP-NGD PS operating at the center frequency f0=1.9 GHz and bandwidth 

∆f=0.1 GHz is designed and simulated. After DRC, the chip layout of miniaturized BP-NGD PS POC 

presents 0.407 mm² size. The BP-NGD PS POC exhibits constant phase shift notable value of about φ0=-

90°+/-0.4° under S21(f0)=-6 dB+/-1 dB transmission coefficient with good flatness and reflection 

coefficients (S21(f0) and S21(f0)) widely better than -10 dB. The design robustness is confirmed by 1000-trial 

Monte Carlo uncertainty analyses with PLS results. Because of the potential integration in wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs), the BP-NGD PS under study is a promising candidate for the improvement of the future 

5G and 6G transceiver design. 

mailto:blaise.ravelo@nuist.edu.cn
mailto:fontgalland@dee.ufcg.edu.br
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INDEX TERMS 130-nm BiCMOS technology, Integrated circuit (IC), Design method, Microwave circuit, 

Passive topology, S-parameter model, Bandpass (BP) negative group delay (NGD), BP-NGD application, 

Microwave phase shifter (PS). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The technological and engineering evolution trends to 

enhance the quality of human life and to develop the 

modern society. To face up the challenging societal 

situation, new knowledge leading to natural progress of 

physical science is expected. Further understanding of non-

vulgar phenomena can be the most efficient solutions 

against the societal problems. In other words, recent 

research works state the existence of abnormal physical 

phenomena which require further study. The negative group 

delay (NGD) phenomenon belongs among the most 

counterintuitive physical phenomena which is still not well-

familiar to most of electronic and communication 

engineers. 

 

A. STATE OF THE ART ON THE NGD ELECTRONIC 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 

 

The fascinating NGD phenomenon was initially 

experimented in dispersive optical media presenting 

negative refractive index (NRI) where the group velocity 

can also be negative [1-3]. The radio frequency (RF) and 

microwave NGD phenomenon was validated with split ring 

resonator (SRR) structure based NRI metamaterial circuits 

identified from 3-D and 2-D periodical bulk materials [4-5]. 

However, the metamaterial-based microwave NGD circuits 

operate with significant losses. For this reason, the NGD 

circuit applications are literally less developed and less 

investigated compared to other electronic and 

communication functions as filter, antenna, amplifier, 

coupler and power combiner/divider. Last two decades, 

diverse topologies of NGD microwave circuits were 

designed and experimented [6-12]. It was demonstrated that 

the NGD circuits can be designed by using lumped R, L 

and C topologies and also microstrip topologies. In addition 

to the basic understanding of NGD phenomenon meaning, 

the main challenge at this stage was the design of low 

attenuation and compact NGD microwave circuit [10-12]. 

Moreover, despite the progressive research work from few 

groups around the world, the NGD engineering remains, so 

far, an unfamiliar concept for non-specialist RF and 

microwave design, manufacturing and test engineers. 

An innovative fundamental theory of NGD circuit 

inspired from filter theory which is easy to understand for 

graduate students and non-specialist electronic design, 

fabrication, test and commercial engineers was initiated 

[13-14]. The NGD circuit theory is elaborated from transfer 

function (TF) approach [13-14]. It is noteworthy that the 

main difference is the fact that the filter is characterized 

from TF magnitude and the NGD is characterized from the 

TF group delay (GD). Based on the NGD-filter analogy, the 

innovative classification of low-pass (LP) [13-17], high-

pass (HP) [13-14,18-21], bandpass (BP) [4-14] and stop-

band (SB) [13-14,21-23] NGD topologies are identified. 

These different NGD topology types are characterized from 

the frequency band(s) where the GD is susceptible to be 

negative. Behind the NGD theoretical development, there 

are curious questions about the application. 

 

B. STATE OF THE ART ON THE NGD CIRCUIT-BASED 

PHASE SHIFTER (PS) DESIGN 

 

Tentative RF and microwave engineering applications of 

NGD circuits [24-36] were proposed. Ones of most 

remarkable applications are based on the NGD equalization 

technique which consists of cascading positive GD (PGD) 

and NGD circuits [24-36]. The NGD equalization approach 

enables naturally to compensate delay and electronic 

component undesirable effects [25-28]. By means of BP-

NGD electronic function, the unfamiliar NGD equalization 

enables more importantly to design innovative microwave 

phase shifters (PSs) [29-34]. The solution of RF and 

microwave PS topology can be flexibly designed with both 

active [29-32] and passive [33-35] topologies. The main 

particularity of such PSs is the possibility to operate in 

broadband with constant value or independently with 

frequency [29-34]. This innovative PS topology can be 

exploited to design Hilbert filter [36] which is interesting to 

design higher performance transceivers (Tx-Rx). For 

example, the Hilbert filter is expected to be a good 

technological candidate to perform operation as FFT and 

iFFT and also to design analog and mixed modulators and 

demodulators for future communication front- and back-

end systems. More recent study [35] highlights that by 

using SB-NGD function, innovative design solution of stair 

PSs can be performed.  

Compared to the metamaterial-based microwave PS 

design [37] and application for front- and back-end 

terminals [38-40], further understanding and applicative 

studies of BP-NGD circuits are needed. The technical 

challenge slowing down the development of constant phase 

BP-NGD PS is the integration feasibility in miniaturized 

Tx-Rx system. The prominent solution is the design in 

CMOS integrated circuit (IC) technology whose the 

feasibility for LP- [41-42] and HP- [43] NGD circuits were 
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recently theoretically investigated.  

 

C. ORIGINALITY AND OUTLINE OF THE PAPER 

 

The originality of the present research work is claimed as 

follows: 

• On the IC-based design methodology of BP-NGD PS 

constituted by CLC and BP-NGD passive circuits 

combined in cascade by considering 130-nm BiCMOS 

technology.  

• On the synthesis and design formulation for calculating 

the lumped passive topology in function of the targeted 

operation frequency.  

The present paper is organized in seven main sections as 

follows: 

• Section II recalls the general specifications of the 

unfamiliar BP-NGD and positive group delay (PGD) 

ideal circuits. 

• Section III defines the ideal analysis and also the key 

specifications of the behavior of the proposed BP-NGD 

PS from the S-matrix modelling.  

• Section IV examines theoretically the analytical S-

matrix models of the PGD, BP-NGD and PS lumped 

topologies.  

• Section V reveals the synthesis equations enabling to 

determine the R, L and C component values from the 

expected specifications of the PS under study. 

• Section VI is focused on the CMOS IC design 

methodology of the BP-NGD PS by using IC simulator 

Cadence® VIRTUOSO. A miniaturized BP-NGD PS 

proof-of-concept (POC) will be designed and studied. 

• Section VII examines the verification results from 

calculation and simulations. Monte Carlo (MC) 

uncertainty analyses (UAs) are also performed to 

highlight the CMOS BP-NGD PS design. 

• Section VIII finalizes the paper with conclusion. 

 
II.  GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BP-NGD AND PGD 
FUNCTIONS  

 

The general theoretical approach to analyze the BP-NGD PS 

is introduced in the present section. The introduced theory is 

based on S-parameter representation. The specifications of 

BP-NGD and also the PS are defined.  

 

A.  S-MATRIX MODELLING GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Acting as a microwave circuit, the analysis of the PS 

studied in this paper is essentially based on S-matrix 

approach. Fig. 1 represents a general configuration of two-

port black box modelled by S-matrix: 

  11 21

21 11

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

 
=  
 

S s S s
S s

S s S s
.  (1) 

with s=jω is the Laplace variable expressed in function of 

angular frequency ω=2πf. The S-model elaborated in the 

along paper is referred to the impedance R0=50 Ω. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Two-port S-parameter black box. 

 

Acting as a symmetric circuit, we have the magnitudes of 

the reflection and transmission coefficients expressed as, 

respectively: 

11 11( ) ( )S S j=    (2) 

21 21( ) ( )S S j=  .  (3) 

In addition to the magnitudes, the present study will also 

consider: 

• the phase of the transmission coefficient which is 

defined by: 

 21( ) arg ( )S j=     (4) 

• the frequency dependent GD response which is defined 

by: 

( )
( )GD


= −



 



.  (5) 

When the last quantity is negative, the S-parameter presents 

an unfamiliar NGD behavior. The next subsection recalls 

the main specifications of BP-NGD type circuits. 

 

B. SPECIFICATIONS OF TYPICAL BP-NGD FUNCTION 

 

A circuit can be classified as typical BP-NGD function if 

we can find an angular frequency, ω, from the transmission 

coefficient GD respecting the condition: 

( ) 0GD  .  (6) 

An ideal response of BP-NGD function can be represented 

by: 

• The cut-off angular frequencies, ω1 and ω2, as depicted 

by Fig. 2(a), as roots of equation: 

( ) 0=GD  .  (7) 

• By taking a real negative parameter tn, the ideal GD 

response can be negative as defined by: 

1 2( ) 0  = nGD t   .  (8) 

• By taking the maximal reflection coefficient 0<Amax<1, 

we have the ideal response displayed as plotted in Fig. 

2(b): 

11 1 2 max( )  = nS A A   . (9) 

• And by taking the minimal transmission coefficient 

0<Bmin<1, we have the ideal response as shown in Fig. 

2(c): 

21 1 2 min( )  = nS B B   . (10) 

For the case of BP-NGD circuit, the bandwidth is defined 

by: 
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2 1 = −   .    (11) 

 
 

 

FIGURE 2. (a) GD, (b) refection and (c) transmission coefficient 
responses of typical BP-NGD function. 

 

To design an ideal PS, the ideal S-matrix model of BP-

NGD in frequency band  1 2,   with: 

   11, 22,( ) ( ) 0= NGD NGDS j S j  .  (12) 

Therefore, the BP-NGD S-matrix can be formulated by: 

   21,

21,

0 ( )
( )

( ) 0

 
=  
 

NGD

NGD

NGD

S j
S j

S j





. (13) 

The S-matrix presents the associated transmission 

coefficient expressed as: 

   21, ( ) exp ( )=  − NGD n n nS j B j t    (14) 

with 0<Bn<1 and initial phase shift: 

1( )=n NGD   .   (15) 

In opposite to the present case, the PGD circuit 

specifications will be elaborated in the next section. 

 

C. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PGD FUNCTION 

BEHAVIOR 

 

The PGD function operates as typical true time delay 

(TTD) circuit assumed to work in the frequency band 

defined by limits 1  and 2  with 1 2  which is the same 

as the frequency band of the previously described BP-NGD 

function. By taking real positive tp, the ideal GD diagram 

can be represented by Fig. 3 specified by: 

1 2( ) 0  = pGD t   .  (16) 

The PGD is expected to present the same specifications in 

terms of reflection and transmission coefficients as the BP-

NGD ones plotted in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), with Ap=An 

and Bp=Bn
2, respectively. The GD diagram shown by Fig. 3 

enables to express the phase shift associated to the PGD 

that within frequency band  1 2,  . Accordingly, the ideal 

S-matrix model of PGD under ideal condition: 

   11, 22,( ) ( ) 0= PGD PGDS j S j  .  (17) 

 

 

FIGURE 3. GD diagram of PGD function constituting the PS. 

 

The associated S-matrix should be: 

   21,

21,

0 ( )
( )

( ) 0

 
=  
 

PGD

PGD

PGD

S j
S j

S j





 (18) 

which presents the associated transmission coefficient 

expressed as: 

  
21, ( ) exp ( ) =  −  PGD p p pS j B j t    (19) 

with 0<Bp<1 and initial phase shift: 

1( )=p PGD   .   (20) 

The next section describes the proposed PS theorization 

from the previously defined BP-NGD and PGD 

characterization. 

 
III.  GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD BASED 
CONSTANT PS  

 

The fundamental theory of the constant or independent of 

frequency PS is described in the present subsection. The 

ideal representation of the constituting PGD and NGD 

circuit is introduced. The ideal main specifications and the 

analytical approach from the S-parameter operation are 

defined. 

 

A. S-PARAMETER IDEAL ANALYSIS OF THE BP-NGD 

FUNCTION BASED PS 

 

The BP-NGD PS under study is composed cascaded PGD 

and NGD circuits. The analysis is elaborated based on the 

frequency domain representation. The two identical NGD 

circuits are intercalated by PGD one. The topological 

solution to design this PS, we proposed the two-port 

topology introduced by Fig. 4. Since the reflection 

coefficients are negligible under conditions (12) and (17), 

the S-matrix modelling of this synoptic diagram is the 

product: 

       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )=  NGD PGD NGDS j S j S j S j    . (21) 
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FIGURE 4. Two-port black box of frequency-independent PS constituted 
by PGD and NGD circuits in cascade. 

 

Substituting the S-matrix of equation (13) and equation (18) 

into the previous relation, it yields the PS following ideal 

model: 

    21

21

0 ( )
( )

( ) 0

 
=  
 

S j
S j

S j





  (22) 

where the overall transmission coefficient ideally expressed 

as follows: 

 21 21, 21, 21,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )=  NGD PGD NGDS j S j S j S j    . (23) 

It yields the phase shift analytical expression of the next 

subsection. 

 

B. PHASE SHIFT ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION 

 

Substituting the transmission coefficients given by equation 

(14) and equation (19) into the previous one, we have: 

  2

21( ) exp 2 (2 ) = + − + n p n p n pS j B B j t t    . (24) 

It means that the associated phase shift 

 21( ) arg ( )=PS S j    is given by: 

( ) 2 (2 )= + − +PS n p n pt t     .  (25) 

To generate a frequency independent PS within frequency 

band  1 2,  , the phase shift must be expressed as: 

0( ) Constant= =PS   .  (26) 

By identification coefficients of equations (25) and (26), we 

have: 

• The PS GD ( ) ( ) /= − PS PSGD      as defined 

in equation (5) becomes: 

( ) 2 0= + =PS p nGD t t .  (27) 

which implies: 

2= −p nt t .  (28) 

• The independent frequency phase value: 

0 2= +n p   .  (29) 

More illustrative comprehension about the constant phase 

shift aspect can be reached with graphical representation of 

phase diagram. 

 

C. PHASE DIAGRAM ANALYSIS OF THE BP-NGD 

BASED PS 

 

The previous analytical approach enables to plot the ideal 

behavior of the BP-NGD PS understudy. We also recall that 

the PS is expected to operate within frequency band 

 1 2,  . We can denote  0 1 2,    a particular operating 

angular frequency. According to such particular 

characteristics, we can realize a frequency independent PS 

illustrated from algebraic operation based on PGD and 

NGD phase plot shown by Fig. 5(a). Following the ideal 

case behavior, it is noteworthy that the BP-NGD PS should 

present: 

• A phase shift equal to constant 
0( ) =PS   which is 

equal to constant or does not depend to the frequency 

as stated by equation (26) and depicted by Fig. 5(a).  

• A zero delay in the working frequency band of the 

study as stated by equation (27) and highlighted by Fig. 

5(b).  

Before the investigation of POC, a concrete design of the 

proposed PS with RLC-network based lumped circuit is 

investigated in the next subsection. 

 

 

FIGURE 5. (a) Phase and (b) GD responses of PGD, NGD, and 
frequency-independent PS ideal function. 

 
IV.  S-PARAMETER MODEL OF PGD AND NGD 
PASSIVE CIRCUITS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

 

The S-parameter models of the elementary circuits 

constituting the PGD, NGD and constant PS circuits are 

developed in this section.  

 
A.  S-PARAMETER MODELLING OF PGD TOPOLOGY  

 

Fig. 6 represents the schematic of the PGD passive two-port 

circuit.  It acts as a π-topology composed of two identical 

Cp-parallel capacitors connected at the input/output 

accesses and Lp-series inductor. This passive cell can be 

named CLC-circuit also in the rest of the paper. 
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FIGURE 6. Schematic of two-port PGD circuit constituting the BP-NGD 
PS under study. 

 

The PGD-topology equivalent impedance matrix is given 

by: 

   

2

2

2

1 1

1 1
( )

2 (2 )

 +
 

+ =
+ +

p p

p p

PGD

p p p

L C s

L C s
Z s

C s L C s
. (30) 

The S-matrix model is calculated from Z-to-S transform 

relationship: 

 
    

    

0 2

1

0 2

( )
( )

( )

−

−

−

 −  
=  

+  

PGD D

PGD

PGD D

Z s R I
S s

Z s R I
 (31) 

with 2-D identity matrix: 

 2

1 0

0 1
−

 
=  
 

DI   (32) 

Accordingly, we have the reflection and transmission 

coefficient expressions of the following PGD S-matrix: 

  

2 2

0

11,

(2 )
( )

( )

 − + =
p p p p

PGD

PGD

s L R C L C s
S s

D s
 (33) 

   
0

21,

2
( )

( )
=PGD

PGD

R
S s

D s
  (34) 

where: 
2

0 0( ) (1 ) (2 ) = + + + PGD p p p pD s R C s R L C s L s . (35) 

These analytical relations will be exploited to elaborate the 

analysis and design method in the following subsection. 

 

B.  BP-NGD S-PARAMETER MODELLING AND 

ANALYSIS 

 

The BP-NGD topology is comprised of simple RLC-series 

network as parallel impedance. The two-port cell is 

presented by Fig. 7.  

 

 

FIGURE 7. BP-NGD passive cell employed in this paper to design the 
constant PS. 

 

The equivalent matrix impedance associated to the NGD 

passive topology is written as: 

 
1 1

( ) ( )
1 1

 
=   

 
NGDZ s Z s   (36) 

with: 

1
( ) = + +Z s R L s

C s
.  (37) 

The associated S-matrix model is established from Z-to-S 

matrix transform from relationship as expressed in equation 

(31). Accordingly, we have the reflection and transmission 

coefficient expressions of the following S-matrix of the 

NGD passive cell: 

   
0

11,

0

( )
2 ( )

−
=

+
NGD

R
S s

R Z s
  (38) 

   21,

0

2 ( )
( )

2 ( )
=

+
NGD

Z s
S s

R Z s
.  (39) 

The model of the PGD and NGD combined cells is 

elaborated in the next subsection. 

 

C. Π-TOPOLOGY S-PARAMETER MODELLING OF PS 

CIRCUIT 

 

Figs. 8 represent the concrete circuit for designing PS 

passive topology. It is constituted by the combined PGD 

and NGD circuits schematized by the general π-topology 

shown by Fig. 8(a). The detailed configuration of the BP-

NGD PS circuit including all the lumped components is 

depicted by Fig. 8(b).  

 

 

FIGURE 8. (a) Equivalent impedance based π-topology and (b) two-port 
black box of frequency-independent PS constituted by PGD and NGD 
circuits in cascade. 

 

The passive topology of the PS is composed of two 

identical Zp-parallel impedances connected at the 

input/output accesses and Zs-series impedance analytically 

given by: 

   

( )

( )
( )

1 ( )

=



= +

s s

p

Z s L s

Z s
Z s

C s Z s

.  (40) 
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The BP-NGD PS-topology equivalent impedance matrix is 

given by: 

  
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

 +
=   

+ 

s p p

PS

p s p

Z s Z s Z s
Z s s

Z s Z s Z s
 (41) 

with: 

( )
( )

( ) 2 ( )
 =

+

p

s p

Z s
s

Z s Z s
.  (42) 

By means of Z-to-S matrix transform, we have the 

reflection and transmission coefficient expressions of the 

following S-matrix of the BP-NGD PS passive cell: 

 

2 2

0

11,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )

 − + =
s p s p

PS

PS

Z s Z s R Z s Z s
S s

D s
 (43) 

2

0

21,

2 ( )
( )

( )
=

p

PS

PS

R Z s
S s

D s
  (44) 

with: 

 
0

0

2 ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

  +  
=  

 + +   

p

PS

s p s p

R Z s
D s

R Z s Z s Z s Z s
. (45) 

Before the design methodology of BP-NGD PS in CMOS 

technology, the synthesis formulas of lumped components 

will be investigated in the following section. 

 
V.  SYNTHESIS FORMULAS OF THE BP-NGD 
CONSTANT PS  

 

This section describes the main design formulas established 

from the previous analyses. The values of resistor, inductor 

and capacitor components constituting the BP-NGD PS are 

addressed in function of the targeted specifications.  

 
A. HYPOTHESES FOR THE PRESENT BP-NGD PS 
ANALYSES 

 

For the sake of the mathematical complexity, let us take a 

real positive parameter 1A  as the hypothetical reflection 

loss. The synthesis of the proposed PS in the present paper 

is performed under matching conditions of PGD and NGD 

reflection coefficients:  

 
11, 22,

11, 22,

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

 = =


= =

PGD PGD

NGD NGD

S j S j A

S j S j A

 

 
.  (46) 

Consequently, we expect to have the PS access matching 

with respect to equation: 

11, 22,( ) ( )= =PS PSS j S j A  .  (47) 

Based on such hypothesis, the BP-NGD PS transmission 

coefficient can be simply approximated by the following 

product: 

21, 21, 21, 21,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  PS NGD PGD NGDS j S j S j S j    . (48) 

Based on such assumption, the syntheses of our PS consist in 

determining lumped component with respect to the targeted 

specifications. The design approach can be explored from 

analyses from PGD and NGD circuits. The analytical 

elaboration of the last two ones are examined in the two next 

subsections. 

 

B. DESIGN EQUATIONS OF THE PGD CIRCUIT 

CONSTITUTING COMPONENTS 

 

The analysis and synthesis of the PGD circuit is elaborated 

in the present subsection. 
 
1) PGD CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AT THE WORKING 
FREQUENCY 

First of all, the PGD circuit can be analyzed by the 

examination of magnitude of reflection coefficient 

expressed in equation (33) and the phase of transmission 

coefficient expressed in equation (34). We can choose as 

particular angular frequency: 

1
=

p pL C
 .   (49) 

Secondly, it is important to underline that at this angular 

frequency, the PGD circuit shown by Fig. 6 is in phase 

quadrature: 

 0( ) / 2= −PGD   .  (50)  

The PGD circuit synthesis consists practically in 

determining the constituting components inductor Lp and 

capacitor Cp to target the particular operation angular 

frequency and reflection coefficient A<<1 by solving 

equations: 

0=      (51) 

11, 0( ) =PGDS j A .  (52) 

In this case, we have: 

• The transmission coefficient written in equation (34) 

becomes: 

2

21, 0( ) 1= −PGDS j A .  (53) 

• The GD defined in equation (5) applied to equation 

(34) becomes: 

0( ) =PGD pGD t     (54) 

which is given by: 

2

0

2 1−
=p

A
t


.   (55) 

These analytical equations serve to characterize our PGD 

circuit as described in the following paragraph. 

  
2) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 

By using equation (55), the variation of the PGD GD and 

working frequency product versus reflection coefficient A is 

plotted in Fig. 9(a). We can see that the product variation is 

not significant when A increases to -40 dB to -10 dB. 

Consequently, based on such increase of reflection 

coefficient, we see that the GD-working frequency product 

decreases from 0.318 to 0.302. 
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The cartographies of the PGD GD tp versus pair 

working frequency varying from fmin=0.5 GHz and fmax=2.5 

GHz and reflection coefficient A is displayed in Fig. 9(b). 

In the considered range of pair (A,f0), we emphasized that tp 

is decreasing from 0.637 ps to 120 ps inversely to f0 and A. 
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FIGURE 9. Plots of PGD (a) GD-working frequency and (c) GD 
cartography versus pair (A,f0). 
 
3) SYNTHESIS FORMULAS 

The design equations of the PGD circuit are established by 

inversing the equation of reflection coefficient and GD. 

Accordingly, the PGD-circuit synthesis formulas derived 

from the previous equations are: 

0

0

1

1

+
=

−
p

R A
L

A
   (56) 

0 0

1

1

−

+
=p

A

AC
R 

.   (57) 

The other formulas for calculating the other components of 

the PS are established from the analysis of the BP-NGD 

circuit and the PS shown by Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. 

The BP-NGD circuit analysis are introduced in the 

following subsection. 

 

C. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF BP-NGD CIRCUIT 

CONSTITUTING COMPONENTS 

 

As stated in [29-36], the BP-NGD circuit must operate in 

opposite phase of the PGD one. The NGD block ideal 

specification will be defined in the following paragraph. 

The BP-NGD circuit shown in Fig. 7 was analyzed by the 

examination of magnitude of reflection coefficient 

expressed in equation (38) and the GD associated to the 

transmission coefficient expressed in equation (39) at the 

particular angular frequency: 

1
=

LC
 .   (58) 

It should be pointed out that at this angular frequency, the 

NGD circuit presents the phase from equation (39) equal to: 

 0( ) 0=NGD  .   (59)  

In this case, we have: 

• The reflection coefficient written in equation (38) 

becomes: 

0
11, 0

0

( )
2

=
+

NGD

R
S j

R R
 .  (60) 

• The transmission coefficient written in equation (39) 

becomes: 

0
11, 0

0

( )
2

=
+

NGD

R
S j

R R
 .  (61) 

• The GD defined in equation (5) applied to equation 

(39) becomes: 

0( ) =NGD nGD t .    (62) 

which is given by: 

0

0

2

( 2 )

−
=

+
n

R L
t

R R R
.   (63) 

The BP-NGD circuit synthesis equations are established in 

the following subsection. 

 

D.  ELABORATION OF NGD CIRCUIT COMPONENT 

SYNTHESIS 

 

The NGD circuit synthesis is naturally the calculations of 

the constituting components resistor R, inductor L and 

capacitor C to target: 

• The particular operation angular frequency as stated in 

equation (51). 

• The reflection coefficient verifying: 

11, 0( ) =NGDS j A   (64) 

• The GD equalized from equation (28) which leads to 

the equation: 

0

0

2

( 2 ) 4
=

+

ptR L

R R R
  (65) 

Lastly, the NGD-circuit synthesis formulas derived from 

the previous equations are: 

0(1 )

2

−
=

R A
R

A
   (66) 

0

2

0

1

8 1

+
=

−

R A
L

A A
  (67) 

2

0 0

8 1

1

−
=

+

A A
C

R A
.  (68) 
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Knowing the resistor synthesis equation, the transmission 

coefficient written in equation (34) becomes: 

21, 0( ) 1= −NGDS j A .  (69) 

Further insight on the BP-NGD characteristics can be 

established from these R, L and C component synthesis 

equations. 

 

E.  BP-NGD CIRCUIT BANDWITH VERSUS 

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 

 

The analysis of the BP-NGD bandwidth is described in the 

present subsection. 
 
1) ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION 

The GD of the BP-NGD circuit shown in Fig. 7 can be 

expressed from the transmission coefficient introduced in 

equation (39) and definition (5). The NGD cut-off angular 

frequencies are determined by solving equation (7). 

Following these analytical actions, it can be derived from 

synthesis equations (66), (67) and (68), the NGD cut-off 

frequencies versus reflection coefficient and center 

frequency given by: 

3

1 0

1 8 ( 2) 1 4( 1)

1

 + − + + −
 =
+

A A A a

A


    (70) 

3

2

1 8 ( 2) 1 4(1 )

1

 + − + + −
 =
+

A A A a

A


   (71) 

with: 
2 21 4 ( 1)= + + −A A A .   (72) 

It implies the NGD relative BW which is defined 

0 0/ / = f f   by formula: 

 20

4 (1 ) 2 ( 1)

(1 ) 1 1 4( 1) 2 ( 1)

 − − +  =
  + + + − − +

  

A A A Af

f
A A A A A





. (73) 

 
2) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 

For further insight about the variation of previously 

expressed parameters, graphical analyses of the NGD 

relative bandwidth and transmission coefficient are 

performed in the present paragraph when A increases from -

40 dB to -10 dB. Accordingly, Fig. 10(a) represents the 

monotonic variation of the NGD BW expressed by equation 

(70). We find that this relative frequency increases almost 

linearly from about 4% to 75.4%. However, the 

transmission coefficient variation decreases from -3.3 dB to 

-0.09 dB as witnessed by in Fig. 10(b).  

Before the numerical verification of the established 

microwave theory feasibility, the next subsection describes 

the design of POC to be investigated and also the associated 

methodology for 130-nm BiCMOS BP-NGD PS. 
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FIGURE 10. Variations of (a) NGD BW and (b) transmission coefficient 
versus reflection coefficient at the operation frequency. 

 
VI.  METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF 130-nm 
BiCMOS BP-NGD PS DESIGN  

 

The present section describes the CMOS design 

methodology of the BP-NGD PS topology. A POC designed 

in 130-nm BiCMOS technology by using an IC design and 

simulation commercial tool will be introduced.  

 

A. DESIGN METHODOLOGY OF THE BP-NGD PS IN 
CMOS TECHNOLOGY 

 

Similar to the CMOS design method of NGD ICs 

introduced in [41-43], the proposed BP-NGD PS one 

should start from the targeted specifications to the final 

layout design. The main actions behind the design 

methodology of BP-NGD PS ICs are indicated by the 

design flow depicted by Fig. 11. The proposed six principal 

steps of the CMOS IC design can be described as follows: 

• Step 1: The choice of the BP-NGD PS specifications 

as phase shift (fixed to φ0=-90° for the present study) 

working frequency and reflection loss which is linked 

to the attenuation. The designer can refer to the 

specifications plotted by Figs. 5.  

• Step 2: The ideal values of resistor, inductor and 

capacitor constituting the BP-NGD PS IC should be 

calculated. For this step, the design engineers can use 

formulas (56), (57), (66), (67) and (68).  

• Step 3: The previously calculated values must be 

verified in the component library of the simulation 

software (for the present study, Cadence-

VURTUOSO®). Then, the feasibility of the BP-NGD 

PS CMOS IC design should be investigated by the 
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comparison between the calculated results of S-

parameter simulations. 

• Step 4: The layout design should begin in the present 

step after schematic ideal simulation. The BP-NGD PS 

CMOS IC must respect the design rule check (DRC) 

with high Ohmic unsalicided N+poly resistor and 

symmetrical high current spiral inductor. The DRC 

ensures that the design can be manufactured within the 

limits of production process. The layout versus 

schematic (LVS) of BP-NGD PS CMOS IC must be 

performed. The LVS consists in evaluating the 

differences by comparing the results of circuit diagram 

with its layout. 

• Step 5: The effects of parasitic capacitances and 

resistors on the BP-NGD PS CMOS IC performances 

can be investigated in this present step. In all, the 

simulations should focus on the circuit layout. Further 

modifications on the IC design maybe proposed in 

order to meet the expected constant PS performances. 

• Step 6: The final action of the BP-NGD PS CMOS IC 

design is the post-layout simulation (PLS). Any 

modifications can be made, in particular at the layout 

level, to improve the results All the rules of DRC 

should be validated and the result acceptability can be 

assessed following the targeted specifications defined 

in Step 1. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 11. Design flow of BP-NGD PS CMOS IC. 
 

Following the elaborated design methodology, the BP-NGD 

PS POC is designed in 130-nm BiCMOS technology in the 

following section. 

 

B.  DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD PS POC DESIGN  

 
The POC design of the BP-NGD PS under study in 130-nm 
BiCMOS technology is investigated in the present 
subsection. The different steps of work flow indicated by 
Fig. 11 were followed during the design.  

The BP-NGD PS specifications are arbitrarily chosen in 

order to highlight the microwave CMOS IC design 

feasibility study. The main specifications including the 

consideration of the investigation frequency band are 

indicated in Table I. The IC design focuses first on the BP-

NGD and PGD circuits. Then, the combined circuit is 

designed to analyze the PS behavior. As result, Fig. 12 

represents the schematics of the PGD, NGD and PS POC 

designed in the environment of the ADS® electronic and 

RF/microwave simulation tools from Keysight 

technologies®.  

 

TABLE I 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE BP-NGD PS CIRCUIT POC 

Circuit Parameter 
Arbitrary chosen 

value 

PS 

Center frequency f0=1.9 GHz 

Phase shift φ0=90° 

Bandwidth ∆f=0.2 GHz 

Reflection coefficient -25 dB 

PGD 

Center frequency fp=f0 

PGD value tp=-156 ps 

Reflection coefficient Ap=-15 dB 

Transmission coefficient Bp=-1 dB 

NGD 

Center frequency fn=f0 

NGD value tn=-78 ps 

Reflection coefficient An=-15 dB 

Transmission coefficient Bn=-6 dB 

 

The component values of resistor, inductor and capacitor 

constituting the constant phase BP-NGD PS were 

calculated from formulas (56), (57), (66), (67) and (68). 

The calculated results of POC PGD and NGD R, L and C 

parameters are addressed in Table II. 

 

TABLE II 

PARAMETERS OF THE PGD AND NGD CIRCUITS CONSTITUTING THE PS 

Circuit Parameter Calculated components 

PGD 
Inductor Lp=5 nH 

Capacitor Cp=1.4 pF 

NGD 

Resistor R=116 Ω 

Inductor L=20 nH 

Capacitor C=0.35 pF 

 

The BiCMOS BP-NGD PS design is described in the 

following subsection. 
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C. DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD PS LAYOUT OF 
CMOS IC DESIGN 

 

The CADENCE VIRTUOSO® design of the PS schematic 

is displayed in Fig. 13. The STMicroelectronics 130-nm 

BiCMOS manufacturing process was chosen as main 

reference for the present microwave PS design because of 

its component integration potential in the range of desired 

specification values.  

Due to the relatively large size of the components, 

expensive manufacturing processes such as 28 nm-FDSOI 

are not needed. Fig. 14 displays the layout of the designed 

CMOS IC PS chipset. This PS POC layout is designed with 

1.1 mm × 0.37 mm size. The resistors and inductor were 

expected to be implemented under the manufacturing 

process minimum square area. The SISO circuit whole 

layout area is occupied by the two resistors in left and the 

large spiral inductor. The 100 µm × 4.9 µm size resistors 

are implemented in 100-nm thickness poly-Si on 4.5-

relative permittivity dielectric insulator. Each resistor is 

guard-ring surrounded in order to ensure their polarization 

and the ground plane connection through the dielectric 

substrate.  

The inductor is implemented in Al-metal spiral octagon 

with 0.0145 mm² surface over 1 µm thickness. All the 

layout component interconnections are Cu-based 

interconnect metallization with 0.1 µm thickness. 

The range of the geometrical parameters (width, length, 

number of turns, diameter, Silicium area) of the considered 

resistor and inductor layouts in function of the constituting 

materials are addressed in Table III and Table IV, 

respectively. The minimal resonance frequency is also 

indicated. 
 

 

 

 
FIGURE 12. ADS® schematic of the BP-NGD PS POC. 
 
 

TABLE II 

RANGES OF GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE USED DESIGNED 130-nm BICMOS RESISTORS  

Description Type of resistor design Width, w Length, d Resistor value 

Parameter Unsalicided N+active resistor wmin wmax dmin dmax Rmin Rmax 

Value rpo1b 1 µm 100 µm 3 µm 100 µm 4 Ω 13 kΩ 

 
TABLE III 

RANGES OF GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE USED DESIGNED INDUCTOR 

Description Type of inductor Width, w Diameter, ϕ Number of turns, N Inductor value 

Parameter 
Inductor symmetrical high 

current 
wmin wmax ϕmin ϕmax Nmin Nmax Lmin Lmax 

Value indsym_lamw 5 µm 12 µm 53 µm 163 µm 2 9 3.8 nH 25.8 nH 

Description Type of inductor Si area, S Resonance frequency 

Parameter Inductor symmetrical high current Smin Smax fmin fmax 

Value indsym_lamw 0.0144 mm² 0.0961 mm² 3.33 GHz 91.4 GHz 
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FIGURE 13. Cadence® schematic of the BP-NGD PS POC. 
 

 

FIGURE 14. Chip Cadence-VIRTUOSO® layout (1.1 mm x 0.37 mm=0.407 mm²) of BP-NGD PS POC. 

 

 
 
VII.  VERIFICATION RESULTS AND MC 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES OF THE DESIGNED 130-
nm BiCMOS POC 

 

The present section deals with the numerical verification of 

the BP-NGD PS topology. The frequency dependent BP-

NGD PS behavior will be discussed. The compared and 

obtained results are from: 

• Calculations computed ideal circuit models from 

MATLAB®,  

• Simulation of ideal schematic circuits with the ADS® 

electronic and RF/microwave simulation tool from 

Keysight technologies®, 

• and IC design and simulation of CMOS IC BP-NGD 

PS having schematic shown in Fig. 13 and layout 

shown in Fig. 14 with CADENCE VIRUTOSO®. 

The presented results are generated in the frequency band 

delimited by fmin=1.5 GHz and fmax=2.3 GHz which 

contains intentionally the expected working frequency 

f0=1.9 GHz. The CADENCE VIRTUOSO® MC 

uncertainty analyses in function of IC BP-NGD PS 

physical parameters will be performed. 

  
A.  PGD AND NGD CHARACTERISATION 

 

The synthesized CLC (which represents the PGD circuit) 

or and NGD circuits are characterized from the phase, 

GDCLC,NGD, S11CLC,NGD and S21CLC,NGD analyses. As 
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depicted by Figs. 15 and Figs. 16, the calculated and 

simulated results are in excellent correlation. Fig. 15(a) 

shows the comparison between: 

• The calculated (“Calc.CLC” plotted in black solid line) 

and ADS® simulated (“ADSCLC” plotted in dotted 

blue-sky line) of the CLC-circuit alone. The phase 

presents a clear negative slope with phase shift 

φCLC(f0)≈-90°. 

• The calculated (“Calc.CLC” plotted in dashed red line) 

and ADS® simulated (“ADSCLC” plotted in dotted 

navy-blue line) of the CLC-circuit alone. The phase 

presents a clear negative slope with phase shift 

φNGD(f0)≈0°. 
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) phases and 
(b) GDs of the PGD and NGD circuits. 

The corresponding GDs are displayed by Fig. 15(b) 

which shows NGD from f1=1.456 GHz to f2=2.48 GHz 

with GDNGD(f0)≈-61 ps. The NGD effect compensates the 

PGD which presents GDCLC(f0)≈165 ps. Fig. 16(a) 

confirms that the CLC and NGD circuits are matched to 

S11CLC,NGD(f0)≈-13 dB around the expected working 

frequency. Both circuits present transmission coefficients 

better than S21CLC,NGD(f0)>-2 dB as illustrated by Fig. 

16(b) confirms that the CLC and NGD circuits. The 

results of the combined CLC and NGD circuits designed 

in 130-nm BiCMOS IC technology with parameters 

indicated by Table II and Table III are examined in the 

next subsection. 
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FIGURE 16. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) S11 and (b) 
S21 of the PGD and NGD circuits. 

 
B.  BiCMOS IC DESIGNED BP-NGD CONSTANT PS 
VERICATION RESULT 

 

The verification of the IC design feasibility was 

performed based on comparisons between: 

• Calculated (“Model” plotted in black solid line) 

results from ideal model,  

• ADS® simulated (“ADS” dotted in blue-sky dotted 

line) results from ideal schematic. 

• CADENCE VIRTUOSO® simulated (“Cadence” 

dotted in blue-sky dotted line) results from BiCMOS 

IC layout. 

Fig. 17(a) displays the BP-NGD PS phase and the 

associated GDs are plotted in Fig. 17(b). A good 

agreement between the 130-nm BiCMOS designed BP-

NGD PS POC and ideal ones (MATLAB® calculation 

and ADS® simulation) PSs and GDs are obtained.  

As expected, they confirm undeniably the constant PS 

behavior with GD less than 10 ps around the working 

frequency. A good correlation of the behavior of the 

independent frequency phase shift around the working 

frequency f0=1.9 GHz is shown in Fig. 17(a). Table IV 

summarizes the BP-NGD PS specifications from the 

POCs of ideal and BiCMOS IC BP-NGD PS circuits 

shown in Figs. 12 and 14. 
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FIGURE 17.  Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) phases and 
(b) GDs of the BP-NGD PS POC. 
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FIGURE 18.  Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) S11 and (b) 
S21 of the BP-NGD PS POC. 

 

As results, we have the remarkable phase variations: 

• Δφ(f0+/-Δf/2)=-90°±1° in the bandwidth delimited by 

flow-PS=1.75 GHz and fhigh-PS=2.1 GHz from ideal 

circuit,  

• against Δφ(f0+/-Δf/2)=-90°±0.4° in the bandwidth 

delimited by flow-PS=1.7 GHz and fhigh-PS=2.05 GHz 

from the BiCMOS POC. 

TABLE IV 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CONSIDERED IDEAL CIRCUIT AND BICMOS 

LAYOUT BP-NGD PS  

Parameters Calculated ADS® Cadence® 

flow-PS  1.75 GHz 1.75 GHz 1.7 GHz 

fhigh-PS 2.1 GHz 2.1 GHz 2.05 GHz 

(fhigh-PS - flow-PS)/f0 18.4% 18.4% 18.4% 

φ(f0) -90° -90° -90.3° 

Δφ (°) -90+/-1° -90+/-1° -90+/-0.4° 

ΔS21(f0)  -2.8+/-0.5 dB -2.8+/-0.5 dB -5.3+/-0.7 dB 

 

In addition, the associated reflection and transmission 

coefficients of the BP-NGD PS are plotted in Figs. 18. 

They show a good access matching better than S11(f0)<-15 

dB in the considered frequency band PS BW. Moreover, 

the PS flatness transmission coefficient is less than 1 dB. 

The main differences between S11 and S21 observed in 

Figs. 17 are due to the CMOS distributed component 

designed. 

To highlight the proposed design robustness of the 

130-nm BiCMOS PS, MC UAs were run and the results 

are discussed in the following subsection. 

 

C. MC UAS OF THE BiCMOS IC BP-NGD PS  

 

The carried-out UAs were performed by considering the 

geometrical parameters of the implemented resistor and 

inductor by means of the PLS of BiCMOS IC PS. Based 

on statistical approach, all parameters are simultaneously 

changed under +/-5% variations. The references values of 

the resistor and inductor parameters are indicated by 

Table II and Table III, respectively.  

The following paragraphs are discussing the obtained 

CADENCE VIRTUOSO® based simulation results 

following the MC UAs with n=1000-trials via Gaussian 

distribution statistical probability (DSP). 
 
1) MC UA OF IC BP-NGD PS PHASE SHIFT AVERAGE 
IN THE CONSIDERED BW 

In this first case of study, the UAs were based on the 

CADENCE-VIRTUOSO® simulations by considering 

+/-5% variations of the BP-NGD PS POCs initial 

parameters (through standard deviations). The obtained 

average phase shift denoted φave from flow-PS=1.7 GHz and 

fhigh-PS=2.05 GHz was considered for the statistical 

analyses of the samples in the intervals delimited by the 

one, two and three times multiple of standard deviation. 

The statistical analyses from the computed results lead to 

the flat typical Gaussian variations with assessed values. 

Fig. 19 presents the histogram and DSP of φave from BP-

NGD PS chip POC. Significant probability of phase 

variation is observed from -91.5° to -89.5°. 

 
2) PS GD AVERAGE 

Like the previous case, the statistical analyses of GD 

were performed from the CADENCE® simulated results. 

All the physical parameters of the BiCMOS IC BP-NGD 
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GD were varied in the same frequency band. The average 

value of the GD results from flow-PS=1.7 GHz and fhigh-

PS=2.05 GHz enables to establish the accentuated 

Gaussian variations with assessed values. Fig. 20 presents 

the histogram of average value GDave. The GD mean 

value is of about 7 ps with high DSP over standard 

deviation 6.3 ps. 

 
3) PS S21 AVERAGE 

By means of the same MC UAs, the transmitted 

coefficient of the BP-NGD IC POS was analyzed. We 

assess then the average value if the transmission 

coefficient in the same previous bandwidth from flow-PS 

and fhigh-PS. Fig. 21 displays the histogram and DSP of 

S21ave. The mean statistical value is of about -6.11 dB over 

standard deviation of about 0.6 dB. 

 
4) PS S11 MAXIMUM 

The last case MC UA of BP-NGD PS POC UA is focused 

on the reflection coefficient. The analysis is based on the 

assessment of maximum S11max=max[S11(f)]. Fig. 22 

depicts the histogram and DSP of S11ave. We can 

emphasize that mean value is of about -9.1 dB over the 

standard deviation of about 1.1 dB. This result enables to 

state that our BiCMOS PS presents a risk of unmatching 

if the physical parameters varied over +/-5% relative 

variation. 

 
5) SUMMARY OF MEAN AND STANDART DEVIATION 

Based on the previous results, Table V addresses the 

summary of the MC UAs. We recall that the statistical 

run was repeated with 1000 trials. 

 
TABLE V 

IC BP-NGD PS MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS  
FROM n=1000 TRIAL UAS  

PS characteristics Statistical parameter Value 

φave 
Mean -90.48° 

Standard deviation 0.98° 

GDave 
Mean 7 ps 

Standard deviation 6.3 ps 

S21ave 
Mean -6.11 dB 

Standard deviation 0.63 dB 

S11max 
Mean -9.1 dB 

Standard deviation 1.1 dB 

 

The last explored table indicates the mean values and 

standard deviations of the four previously discussed 

specific characteristics analyzed. Less relative variation 

of physical parameters should be expected to ensure BP-

NGD phase shift respecting the criteria of microwave 

circuits in flow-PS=1.7 GHz and fhigh-PS=2.05 GHz. 
 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 19.  Histogram of φave(f) average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA. 
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FIGURE 20.  Histogram of GDPS average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 21.  Histogram of S21ave(f) average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA. 
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FIGURE 22.  S11max(f0) histogram from the BP-NGD PS MC UA 

 

 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

An original research work on BP-NGD microwave 

engineering application for designing miniature quadrature 

passive PS operating independently to the frequency is 

developed. The investigated PS IC using unfamiliar BP-

NGD function is innovatively designed in 130-nm 

BiCMOS technology. 

The theoretical approach based on the S-matrix 

modelling is elaborated. The main principle of the BP-NGD 

PS topology is implemented from the cascade of PGD and 

NGD circuits. The PGD circuit is constituted by inductor 

and capacitor which named CLC reactive network. The 

NGD one is composed of RLC-resonant network. The 

modelling, analysis and synthesis of BP-NGD and CLC 

PGD are introduced. The synthesis equations enabling to 

determine the lumped circuit parameters in function of the 

targeted working frequency, phase shift, GD and reflection 

coefficient are established.  

To generalize the BP-NGD PS concept in BiCMOS 

technology, the design methodology of IC including the 

DRC, LVS and PLS is described. The design feasibility of 

the miniaturized BP-NGD PS is verified in 130-nm 

BiCMOS technology by using a standard commercial tool. 

The obtained results confirm the IC designability of the BP-

NGD PS. As expected, the constant phase shift of about -

90+/-1° with outstanding challenging flatness is obtained. 

Moreover, the PS flatness is verified over 18.4% relative 

bandwidth. Furthermore, interesting flatness’s of 

transmission coefficient phase and magnitude is verified. 

The robustness of the PS expected during the fabrication 

process is expected with 1000-trial MC UAs. The 

sensitivities of the constant PS characteristics are pointed 

out in function of the relative variations of layout IC 

physical parameters. 

As ongoing research in continuation of the present 

study, we are currently working on: 

• The fabrication and test of BiCMOS BP-NGD PS 

prototypes, 

• The feasibility of BP-NGD PS at higher frequencies as 

W-band, 

• The integration and test of multi-band BP-NGD PS in 

for phased array antenna design [40-43],  

• And the real environment characterization test of 

miniaturized CMOS and MMIC PS for the future 5G 

and 6G TxRx microwave system. 
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